Abstract. Upper and lower bounds on y" = i" erfc(*) and r" = yn/y"_i, zi Ê 1, -co < x < co, are established in terms of elementary functions. Numerical procedures for refining these bounds are presented so that /•" and yk,k = 0,1,..., n, can be computed to a specified accuracy. Some relations establishing bounds on r'n and r'f are also derived.
(see (31)) (1) Pn(x) = yn-Âx)yn(x) -yl-iix) < 0, «èl, expressing monotone decreasing behavior of rn(x) = yn(x)/yn-fx), zz 2î 1, in both n and x, This establishes bounds on the ratios r" = yn/y"-x, n ^ ^ -x + jx2 + 2nj'2 0 < rn <-= Bnix) 2zz since the parabola v = 2nt2 + 2xt -1 is negative between its roots. The upper bound is of most interest and we write Bfx) in the form _,, -x + jx2 + 2zz)1/2 Bnix) =-, X < 0, = Bnix), n è 1. 2x -f-2zzz-" 2x + 2nBnix) Thus, we have (with a shift of index) (7) Cnix) <rn< Dnix), and recursion on (7) in the form Cnyn-X < yn < Dnyn-i produces (8) erfc(*) u Ckix) < yn < erfc(*) Jl »k (x) where, in this context, (9) Ck(x) = Bk+X(x) and Dk(x) = Bk(x). Table 1 gives some numerical results for these bounds. Both relative and absolute errors can be assessed. The number of significant digits in yn is approximately the minimum number in agreement between Ck and Dk as k ranges from 1 to zz. Table 1 Cn and Dn of (9) Elementary bounds for x < 0 follow from the identity erfc(x) = 2 -erfc( -x). An upper bound on yfx) for x 2; 0 can be obtained from (11) and (12) by induction (14) ynix) è -In lMix)r+1e-x', n^0,x^0, w using M(t) s; M(x) for / 2î x. Simple backward recursion in (10), followed by (12), gives complementary forms
While the bounds in (7) were obtained from rn < 0 and are best for large positive x, Eq. (36), z-" > -1/zz, represents the other extreme, and bounds from this inequality would be best for large negative x. They are (7) with r.. 
Improved Bounds. The simplicity of the previous bounds is appealing; however, they are not very sharp near x = 0. The results of this section improve this situation.
Relation (35) in the Appendix is r'n = 2ziz-2 + 2xrn -1 < -r\, x ^ 0, < -r\ exp{-x2}, x < 0, n 2; 1.
Following through as before, we get (7) with the bounds
(2zz + 4)x + (2zz + 2)Cx2 + 2n + 3)1/2 '
Dn(x) = ---¡-2,-,
, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.088E-02 3.087E-02 3.087E-02 whose derivatives of order 2 or greater are discontinuous at x = 0. (The other half of (35) leads to Cfx) in (9).) Table 3 shows these results for some numerical values. Notice also that for x < 0, £>"+1 is a lower bound on rn. While these bounds are relatively good at x = 0, they can be made sharp by observing that
is exact at x = 0, where
The inequalities in (18) follow from (38) which shows that r" is monotone increasing in x. The roots give (20a)
where an = 2zz^(0) and, with (6),
2(zz + l)an+x l x + ix + 2(zz + !)«"+,)
x 2; 0. Table 4 shows the partial improvement over Tables 1, 2 and 3 . Bounds analogous to those in (10) and (15) can be formed for x 2; 0 by setting x = 0 or zz = 1 in Dfx) of (20b). The largest lower bound and the smallest upper bound among the formulae listed would be the best over the range of interest in zz and x. Iterative improvements, generating upper and lower bounds at each step, can be made by recurring backward on (6), starting the continued fraction approximants with some C" and Dn (see also the next section on numerical computations).
The connection between these bounds and Mill's ratio can be established by taking (6) The bounds in (12) are fairly sharp with maximum relative errors of 1.17% and 0.91%, respectively. Best results are obtained with M(x) for x ^ 0.85 and mix) for x > 0.85, with an overall maximum relative error for this combination of about 0.86%. Table 4 Cn and Dn of (20) Numerical Computation of z*" and yk, k = 0, 1, • • -, n. In [5] and [6] , Gautschi shows that forward recursion on (3) is appropriate for x g 0 while an iterative backward technique on (6) (which generates continued fraction approximants) is appropriate for x > 0 for stability. It would be hard to improve on the simplicity of the forward recursion for x ^ 0 but some improvement is possible for x > 0 because the continued fraction approximants are slowly convergent for x close to zero. The results developed above are exploited to get accurate values of rn so that the ratios .5 The method which has proved successful in computing rn is based upon a restatement of (21) with k replaced by k + 1,
in the form
Then, with Dk of (20b) as an initial approximation to rk for k Sí zz (see Table 4 ), the algorithm becomes The iteration diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . rn is the approximate value of rn, and only two successive diagonals need be stored.
Although the convergence proof below does not show that rmk decreases monotonically to rk on the columns of Fig. 1 , the numerical results were all of this character.
If this were true in general, it would follow, on using (21), that and the error criterion k" -z-"|/r" g |z-" -c"|/c" ^ e could be used to terminate the process to guarantee a relative error «. Even if the monotonicity is violated, this is a sensible method of termination since r"n~+\, and hence c"n, can be expected to be slightly less accurate than rn. The construction of rigorous bounds using (23a) is shown in the convergence proof of the algorithm. Some experimentation shows that if zz < 25 (say) and x < 2, n should be increased to 25 before the iteration is started to increase the rate of convergence. Upon completion, the backward recursive step in (21) is applied followed by (22). Notice that for x = 0, r\ = z-t(0) and v = 1. With a relative error e = 5 X 10"9, extensive evaluation of this procedure showed that v ^ 5 (a maximum of 6 applications of (23b) and 15 of (23c)) held for x 2: 0 and 0 ^ n g 100. For zz 2î 50 the maximum value of v was 4, but the number of steps in (21) to reduce the index when the starting index is small diminishes this advantage somewhat.
Straight backward recursion with (21) starting with C200 or £>2oo of (9) gave only 4 significant digits in erfc(O.l). The corresponding computation with C200 or D200 of (20a) or (20b), which are accurate at x = 0, gave 6 significant figures. This amounts to iteration of these bounds according to (6) 
or (21). It is common to avoid underflow problems by scaling yk by ez' in (22).
The forward recursive loop for x < 0 is started with y-fx) and y0(x) where y0(x) = 2 -erfc(|x|) for x < 0. The scheme for x 2i 0 is used to compute erfc(|x|). If x < Xo (X0 = -6 for a CDC 6600 computer), y0(x) = 2 to the word length of the machine and the erfc (\x\) computation can be avoided.
The methods exploited here have concentrated on recursion, primarily for sake of computation. However, the differential inequalities developed in the Appendix can be integrated for other types of apprxoimations.
Convergence of the Algorithm. Theorem. If x 2ï 0, the sequence rmk generated by (23c) converges to rk as m -> «> for each k 2; zz 2; 0.
The proof consists of constructing monotone sequences of upper and lower bounds on rmk which converge to rk. Let D°k = r\. Using (20b) and (21) On the other hand, d > 0 follows from (33), (35) and (7), with (9), for x = 0 since 2 k + 2 t
In order to deduce the signs of ab -cd and ab2 -cd2, we first express Rk+3(0) in terms of rk+f0) by means of (27) and (6) Continuing in this way, we compute inductively a sequence Dmk which is bounded and monotone decreasing while Cmk is bounded and monotone increasing with rmk and rk between these bounds. Each sequence therefore has a limit Dk and Ck such that Each of these lead to the continued fraction for rk which can be developed similarly by repeated application of (6) . Therefore, Dk = Ck = rk and rmk converges to rk.
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Appendix. Some Relations Involving rn, rn and r'f. We start with the selfadjoint differential equation~7 That is, second differences 52(l/z-"_i) are negative, (39) together with (33) also establishes the monotone decreasing behavior of the differences r"_i -rn, 0 < rn-X -rn < (r"-2 -z-"-1)z-"_1/z-"_2 < (/n_2 -rn-x) and hence License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
